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Abstract
The obtaining of a Digital Surface models (DSMs) at different scales and levels before the
appearance of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) was very rare or impossible. UAV's with
advanced photogrammetry software can produce high-resolution Digital Surface Models at
multiscale levels with several spatial resolutions. In this paper we tested the Arc–Chord Ratio
(ACR) method decouples rugosity from the slope at multiscale DSM generated from six different
UAV flight altitudes of 20, 40, 60, 120, 240 and 360 meters for the study and analysis of the surface
to planar areas changes with spatial resolutions.
The path of DSM to planar areas should pass by series of surfaces: planar slope surface, boundary
data surface to reach the horizontal planar surface.
To answer this question: at the same study area, did the transition of multiscale Digital Surface
Models to planar areas have the same results?
After calculating the multiscale rugosity, this paper studies the similarity between these surfaces at
multiscale by correlation and statistical analysis. Visually and statistically planar areas of all flight
heights are very similar, correlation results showed a big difference in values due to cartographic
generalization and spatial resolution.

Keywords: ACR, Rugosity, GIS, DSM, multi-scale.
Introduction
Rugosity is a measure of topographic heterogeneity, it describes and counts discrete structures, from
categorical to quantitative (McCormick, 1994). Rugosity is an index of surface roughness that is
widely used as a measure of landscape structural complexity.
Rugosity is traditionally evaluated in-situ across a two dimensional terrain proﬁle by draping a chain
over the surface and comparing the length of the chain with the linear length of the proﬁle figure 1.
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Two-dimensional rugosity is defined as the ratio between the surface contour distance and the linear
distance between two points (Risk, 1972) and is synonymous with the term tortuosity or the arcchord ratio (Moser et al., 2007).
There are multiple measures of structural complexity (McCormick 1994), for over forty years many
scientists have used the rugosity index for topographic (elevation) or bathymetric (depth) datasets;
rugosity can be calculated from two- or three-dimensional data at any scale.
Drones based Digital Surface Models at different flight heights with different scale could be a good
material for rugosity analysis at different scales.

Fig. 1 The rugosity of a surface (e.g. yellow profile of a terrain № 1) is the ratio between the contoured distance
(dashed line № 2) and the planar distance (or area for three-dimensional data).

The standard surface ratio (SR) method for calculating a planar distance is to project the surface
onto a horizontal plane (solid line), this method confounds rugosity with the slope (θ) at the scale of
the surface (solid line).
Figure 1 is a very expressive section, the length of the section number 1 natural terrain with 5.8 km a
very complex terrain, section number 2 smoothed terrain owning a similar shape as the natural
terrain but with 5.3 km length. Section number three express a slope projection of the natural terrain
with a 3.5 km length.
The last section a horizontal planar one number 4 with 2.8 km influenced by the slope angle (θ), the
big change in length from section 1 to the horizontal section 4 is approximately the half. The idea
here is not the changing in length nor the surface, but the rugosity change at different DSM spatial
resolution.
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A six DSM generated from different UAV flight height constitute the base of our study by
comparing the transition to planar areas at different levels.
In the early 1970s The standard surface ratio (SR) method for measuring rugosity was introduced by
(Risk 1972; Dahl 1973). They calculated rugosity by projecting the surface onto a horizontal plane
(Lundblad et al. 2006; Wright and Heyman 2008; Friedman et al. 2012) thereby coupling rugosity
with the slope at the scale of the surface equation 1.

𝑅𝑢𝑔𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑟 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

(1)

in the case of equation 1 the rugosity increases with increasing of the slope figure 1; the law of
cosines, where cos (θ) = adjacent side ÷ hypotenuse side), here lies the fundamental issue presented
by the traditional methods for measuring rugosity.
A flat surface has a rugosity value of one, while a rougher surface, or a surface with more relief, has
a higher rugosity value than one, rugosity encompasses and combines both structural relief and
roughness (Moser et al., 2007).
A new arc–chord ratio (ACR) rugosity index for quantifying landscape structural complexity was
developed by Du Preez (2014) to overcome significant issues presented by traditional rugosity
indices. In comparison to other methods for measuring rugosity, ACR rugosity is separated from the
slope and easy to execute an ACR rugosity analyses using the GIS software (Du Preez 2014).
Many marine and land studies use rugosity such as environmental risk assessment, species
management, distribution and conservation, predictive mapping of vulnerable marine and land
ecosystems (Stambaugh and Guyette 2008; Wedding et al. 2008; Galparsoro et al. 2009; Woodby et
al. 2009).
In this paper, the ACR three dimensional method is tested on the six generated DSM and compared
at different levels of spatial resolution by correlation and statistical analyst.
Spatial resolution is a very important factor of scale influence on rugosity, to prove that our paper
will find the answer to the question: did the transition of the multiscale Digital Surface Models to
planar areas have the same results?
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Materials and methods
A mountainous region of 1700 m an average elevation above the sea level occupying an area of 2
hectares, Zaarour region of the western Lebanese mountainous chain characterized by a bare land
without urbanizations and vegetation cover. The benefit of this study bare area is that Digital
Surface Models are acting as Digital Terrain models.
An autopilot DJI Phantom 3 drone with a camera of 14 megapixels at a focal length of 3.61 mm flies
the study area at different Heights.
The flight paths of all missions are identical and designed in a mobile application called Litchi, the
study area and the flight parameters (coordinates, height, time, etc…). All datasets (photos) of the
six missions of different flight heights were processed in Agisoft photoscan software for the
generation of Digital Surface Models (DSM).
Drones have been widely used as an apparatus for aerial photography, for many agricultural and
terrain analysis applications.
One of the advantages of UAV is the availability and fast photogrammetry mission execution at
different altitudes, this paper will only discuss the spatial scale with the UAV flight altitudes.
Our study will test the rugosity index at six different levels expressed by flight height of a drone at
20, 40,60,120,240 and 360 meters. The flight datum was calculated from the same takeoff points of
the drone of the six flights.

Fig.2: multiscale DSM obtained from image acquisition and processing.
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Figure 2 shows six DSM of the study area of different spatial resolutions, FA-20 of 20 meters' flight
altitude with a very high-resolution data set highlighting all the terrain details even rocks texture,
passing by FA-60 the terrain is smoothed with some concave and convex areas and ending by FA360 of 360 meters'.
These 6 DSM can be classified visually from figure 2 by rough and smooth, FA-20, FA-40 and FA60 for rough and FA-120, FA-240 and FA-360 for smooth, also figure 1 constitute an interval of
scales and smoothness showing the generalization at different scales.

Table 1: spatial resolutions of the six generated DSMs.
DSM

Spatial resolution (m)

FH-20

0.4

FH-40

0.6

FH-60

0.80

FH-120

1.70

FH-240

3.20

FH-360

4.50

As per table one different flight altitude lead to different spatial resolution (pixel size), the minimum
spatial resolution is 0.40 m which is a high resolution showing all terrain details and a maximum
resolution of 4.50 m quite good resolution for geomorphological analysis at a local scale.
Many methods of evaluating rugosity on a three dimensional surface have been proposed. These
methods measure a ratio of areas rather than lengths, as shown in Equation (1).
Surface Area to Planar Area (SAPA) method introduced by Jeff Jenness evaluates rugosity using a 3
x 3 neighborhood, by drawing a line from the center of each cell in the window to the center of the
central cell in three dimensions. The result is a network of eight triangles in the central cell which
approximates the contoured surface at the cell location. The sum area of these triangles is divided by
the two dimensional cell area to obtain a measure of rugosity (Jenness 2004).
Du Preez and Tunnicliffe (2012) propose a novel method for measuring rugosity that decouples
rugosity from the slope and is consistently independent of data dimensionality and scale. it is a
simple adaptation of an Arc Chord Ratio (ACR). The method replaces the horizontal plane with a
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plane of best fit (POBF), where the POBF is a function of boundary data interpolation (Preez and
Tunnicliffe 2012). The ACR method can be used in multi-scale analyses, an important attribute of a
spatial analysis as morphological processes act at a variety of spatial scales (Levin 1992), and differ
in effects and importance with scale (Wu 2013).
Basing on Du Preez (2014), Jeff Jenness developed A new technique, operates on a 3x3
neighborhood, using the triangulated area of each adjacent cell and applying the Pythagorean
theorem to compute the surface area. By default, the planar area of each grid cell is corrected by
dividing the cell area by the cosine of slope (Jenness 2004).
In our study ACR was calculate in GIS tool installed on ArcGIS® Software available for download
in Du Preez 2014, from the six generated DSMs we calculated Arc-Chord ration (ACR). The ACR
rugosity index is a measure of three-dimensional structural complexity defined as the contoured area
of the surface divided by the area of the surface orthogonally projected onto a plane of best fit.
The arc-chord ratio (ACR) method calculates the planar distance by projecting the surface boundary
onto a boundary data section 1 figure 1 (Red dashed line) plane of best fit section 3 figure 1 (POBF;
dashed-dotted line; 3) effectively decoupling rugosity from the slope at the scale of the surface.
ACR is calculated by creating two TINs a contoured surface and a planar one representing the plane
of best fit (POBF) figure 3a. The POBF is a function (interpolation) of the boundary data only of the
area of interest the area of interest is the boundary of the study area. The surface area of the first TIN
within is divided by that of the second TIN to obtain a single ACR value for the area of interest (Du
Preez 2014).

Fig.3: a) ACR simultaneous surfaces leading to the horizontal planar one, b) an example of ACR
surfaces of FH-20.
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As a first step, the conversation from raster to TIN for the six DSMs to form contour surfaces at
different scales.

Fig.4: TIN models of contour surface at the six flight heights.

All the six TIN models expressed the terrain morphology with some variations detected on the
colored contour lines, and a generalization in triangles quantity.

Fig.5: the POBF of the six flight heights
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Step two, the contoured surface translated to a plane of best fit (POBF) decoupling rugosity from the
slope at the scale of the surface (Du Preez and Tunnicliffe 2012; Friedman et al. 2012).
Figure 5 shows six similar planar surfaces owning the same trend of values by simplifying elevation
values of the contour surfaces.
The innovation of the ACR method lies in the analysis used to generate the POBF: identify and
isolate the boundary data (step three) figure 3a an illustrated example the boundary data of FH-20
the triangulated irregular network data frame.
By using a linear polynomial interpolation of the boundary data at the six levels to generate surface
datasets (step four).
Some softwares are unable to interpolate the actual planar area, an alternative is to interpolate the
angle of the POBF and use the cosine equation (and the horizontal planar area) to extract the planar
area of step five (Du Preez 2014).
To solve for the ACR rugosity index, by application of formula 1 using the contoured and planar
areas (step six).
By following Du Preez and Tunnicliffe (2012) arc–chord ratio (ACR) we Computed a ratio between
the three-dimensional surface area and the planar area of the surface, this tool uses a novel
methodology to develop a surface area dataset. The output values represent ratios between the
surface area and planar area, typically ranging from 1 in flat areas to 4 in areas of high variation.

Discussion and results
The first step of Du Preez methodology of conversation from raster to TIN, figure 4 of the similar
six TIN models. Same study area at different spatial resolution lead to visual data similarity a
statistical comparison was done to test this degree of similarity table 3.

Table 3: Elevation TIN statistics, quantity of triangles, average minimum and maximum elevations
and the slope average.
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Contoured area TIN
Flight

Quantity

Average

Average

Average

Min.

Max.

Slope %

triangles

Elev

Elev

20

321

1728.95

1729.94

15.89

40

230

1730.26

1731.53

16.70

60

172

1733.58

1734.85

14.52

120

85

1718.65

1720.76

17.03

240

58

1727.14

1729.25

14.48

360

41

1746.67

1748.87

13.00

height of

The statistical values of table 3 shows a decreasing in triangles numbers from 321 to 41 due to
decreasing in spatial resolution, the difference in average maximum andminimum elevations due to
the interpolated predicted values.
The quantity of triangle from elevation area to planar area of table 3 and table 4 are reduced more
than twenty times in high spatial resolution data of 20, 40 and 60 meters’ flight heights,otherwise
low spatial resolution data with low triangles quantity in contoured areas are reduced less than ten
times in planar areas TIN models.
Average of maximum and minimum elevations approximately in all levels are reduced in a range of
2 meters between surface and planar areas, hence a reduction on the average slope in the range of 2
percent.

Table 4: POBF, planar TIN area statistics quantity of triangles, average minimum and maximum
elevations and the slope average.

Planar area TIN
Flight

Quantity

Average

Average

Average

height

of

Min.

Max. Elev

Slope %

triangles

Elev

20

10

1725.72

1731.67

13.23

40

9

1726.72

1732.41

14.13

60

9

1732.90

1732.98

10.44
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120

8

1715.46

1722.23

14.87

240

8

1724.62

1729.84

11.72

360

7

1746.22

1746.66

10.75

In planar area TIN, the average values of the minimum and maximum elevations in all the six flights
is reduced with the number of triangles due to the transition from contoured to planar area.
The variation in values between table 3 and table 4 showed an unstable change in elevations and
slope.
The first part of the transition from contoured area TIN to planar area TIN (POBF) is very similar to
trend analysis simplifying the complexity of values with a conservation of the same datum.
Otherwise the second transition part from surface area two planar one record a loss of initial datum
elevation down to zero table 5.
Table 5: Surface areas statistics at different flight heights.

Surface Area
Flight heights

Min

Max

Mean

Std

20

0.141

0.227

0.144

0.005

40

0.312

0.415

0.319

0.008

60

0.645

0.756

0.657

0.013

120

3.007

3.342

3.073

0.048

240

10.7

11.3

10.867 0.105

360

19.976 20.705 20.291 0.172

High spatial resolution data of 20, 40 and 60 have sub meter surface area values, rising with
approximately in double values between flight heights.
The surface area is designed to determine the amount of similarity between the tested area surface
and planar surface. it is hypothesized that the surface area increases with surface irregularity.
Because there is a definite interplay between the number and magnitude of terrain irregularities such
that similar surface area estimates could arise from different manipulations of these two variables.

Table 6: Planar area statistics and different flight heights.

Planar Area
Flight

Min Max

height
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20

0.99 1.154 1

0.005

40

0.99 1.132 1

0.003

60

0.99 1.045 1

0.002

120

0.99 1.013 1

0.001

240

0.99 1.003 1

0.0006

360

0.99 1.003 1

0.0005

The values of planar area at different scales is practically the same with small variations at low flight
height, basing the results of table 6 especially the similar mean values, we can answer the above
question constituting the target of our paper by:yes, the transition of the multiscale Digital Surface
Models to planar areas have the same results.
Visual and statistical results prove the similarity of multiscale planar data, a regression analysis run
to test this similarity in planar surface at multiscale.

Fig. 6: scattered plots of planar area at different scales.

The correlation analysis between the highest spatial resolution data of FH-20 as a reference and the
other datasets, figure 6a a test scatterplot with same data set in X and Y axes of FH-20, with hundred
percent similarity.
The graph FH-40 with FH-20 gives 39.77 % of similarity figure 6b,r square values of FH-60, FH120, FH-240 and FH-360 against FH-20 are less than 11 %, the core of the scatterplots for the high
spatial resolution datasets are in the lower left corners, moving positively with the Y axes in FH-120
then falling down negatively for FH-360.
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The correlation analysis contrary to visual and statistical showed a difference in multiscale planar
areas.
Conclusion
Nowadays the use of UAV for terrain analysis present an initial tool for multiscale Digital Surface
interpretations, the idea from our research is to understand how the rugosity evolution is acting on
the six flight heights deriving different spatial resolution datasets.
The present paper provides multiscale DSM analysis by adaptation and improvement of ACR geoprocessing model tools and step-by-step application of Du Preez 2014 module. Improving
standard methods for the detection and investigation of geomorphological patterns at different
spatial resolution will lead to better scientific information for generalizations, terrain analysis,
management and conservation initiatives.
We can conclude from this paper that Scale and resolutions effects on terrain data and form an
important issue in geographic researches, DSM UAV based at high flights should be tested before
use.
It is essential to have a good understanding of the effects of scale on the analysis results,each
elevation data has its own surface to planar result, terrain rugosity depends with spatial resolution
and visual analysis should follow a correlation one.
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